Abstract. A node separator of a graph is a subset S of the nodes such that removing S and its incident edges divides the graph into two disconnected components of about equal size. In this work, we introduce novel algorithms to find small node separators in large graphs. With focus on solution quality, we introduce novel flow-based local search algorithms which are integrated in a multilevel framework. In addition, we transfer techniques successfully used in the graph partitioning field. This includes the usage of edge ratings tailored to our problem to guide the graph coarsening algorithm as well as highly localized local search and iterated multilevel cycles to improve solution quality even further. Experiments indicate that flow-based local search algorithms on its own in a multilevel framework are already highly competitive in terms of separator quality. Adding additional local search algorithms further improves solution quality. Our strongest configuration almost always outperforms competing systems while on average computing 10% and 62% smaller separators than Metis and Scotch, respectively.
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V, E), the node separator problem asks to find three disjoint subsets V 1 , V 2 and S of the node set, such that there are no edges between V 1 and V 2 and V = V 1 ∪V 2 ∪S. The objective is to minimize the size of the separator S or depending on the application the weight of its nodes while V 1 and V 2 are balanced. Note that removing the set S from the graph results in at least two connected components. There are many algorithms that rely on small node separators. For example, small balanced separators are a popular tool in divide-and-conquer strategies [23, 21, 3] , are useful to speed up the computations of shortest paths [33, 9, 11] or are necessary in scientific computing to compute fill reducing orderings with nested dissection algorithms [15] .
Finding a balanced node separator on general graphs is NP-hard even if the maximum node degree is three [6, 14] . Hence, one relies on heuristic and approximation algorithms to find small node separators in general graphs. The most commonly used method to tackle the node separator problem on large graphs in practice is the multilevel approach. During a coarsening phase, a multilevel algorithm reduces the graph size by iteratively contracting nodes and edges until the graph is small enough to compute a node separator by some other algorithm. A node separator of the input graph is then constructed by successively transferring the solution to the next finer graph and applying local search algorithms to improve the current solution.
Current solvers are typically more than fast enough for most applications (for example [21, 3] ) but lack high solution quality. In this work, we address this problem and focus on solution quality. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 by introducing basic concepts and by summarizing related work. Our main contributions are presented in Section 3 where we transfer techniques previously used for the graph partitioning problem to the node separator problem and introduce novel flow based local search algorithms for the problem that can be used in a multilevel framework. This includes edge ratings to guide a graph coarsening algorithm within a multilevel framework, highly localized local search to improve a node separator and iterated multilevel cycles to improve solution quality even further. Experiments in Section 4 indicate that our algorithms are able to provide excellent node separators and outperform other state-of-the-art algorithms. Finally, we conclude with Section 5. All of our algorithms have been implemented in the open source graph partitioning package KaHIP [30] and will be available within this framework.
Preliminaries

Basic concepts
In the following we consider an undirected graph G = (V = {0, . . . , n − 1}, E) with n = |V |, and m = |E|. Γ (v) := {u : {v, u} ∈ E} denotes the neighbors of a node v. A set C ⊂ V of a graph is called closed node set if there are no connections from C to V \ C, i.e. for every node u ∈ C an edge (u, v) ∈ E implies that v ∈ C as well. In other words, a subset C is a closed node set if there is no edge starting in C and ending in its complement V \ C. A graph S = (V , E ) is said to be a subgraph of G = (V, E) if V ⊆ V and E ⊆ E ∩ (V × V ). We call S an induced subgraph when E = E ∩ (V × V ). For a set of nodes U ⊆ V , G[U ] denotes the subgraph induced by U . We define multiple partitioning problems. The graph partitioning problem asks for blocks of nodes V 1 ,. . . ,V k that partition V , i.e., V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ V k = V and V i ∩ V j = ∅ for i = j. A balancing constraint demands that ∀i ∈ {1..k} : |V i | ≤ L max := (1 + ) |V |/k for some parameter . In this case, the objective is often to minimize the total cut i<j |E ij | where E ij := {{u, v} ∈ E : u ∈ V i , v ∈ V j }. The set of cut edges is also called edge separator. A node v ∈ V i that has a neighbor w ∈ V j , i = j, is a boundary node. An abstract view of the partitioned graph is the so called quotient graph, where nodes represent blocks and edges are induced by connectivity between blocks. The node separator problem asks to find blocks, V 1 , V 2 and a separator S that partition V such that there are no edges between the blocks. Again, a balancing constraint demands |V i | ≤ (1 + ) |V |/k . However, there is no balancing constraint on the separator S. The objective is to minimize the size of the separator |S|. Note that removing the set S from the graph results in at least two connected components and that the blocks V i itself do not need to be connected components. By default, our initial inputs will have unit edge and node weights. However, the results in this paper are easily transferable to node and edge weighted problems. A matching M ⊆ E is a set of edges that do not share any common nodes, i.e. the graph (V, M ) has maximum degree one. Contracting an edge {u, v} means to replace the nodes u and v by a new node x connected to the former neighbors of u and v. We set c(x) = c(u) + c(v). If replacing edges of the form {u, w} , {v, w} would generate two parallel edges {x, w}, we insert a single edge with ω({x, w}) = ω({u, w}) + ω({v, w}). Uncontracting an edge e undos its contraction. In order to avoid tedious notation, G will denote the current state of the graph before and after a (un)contraction unless we explicitly want to refer to different states.
The multilevel approach consists of three main phases. In the contraction (coarsening) phase, we iteratively identify matchings M ⊆ E and contract the edges in M . Contraction should quickly reduce the size of the input and each computed level should reflect the global structure of the input network. Contraction is stopped when the graph is small enough so that the problem can be solved by some other potentially more expensive algorithm. In the local search (or uncoarsening) phase, matchings are iteratively uncontracted. After uncontracting a matching, the local search algorithm moves nodes to decrease the size of the separator or to to improve balance of the block while keeping the size of the separator. The succession of movements is based on priorities called gain, i.e., the decrease in the size of the separator. The intuition behind the approach is that a good solution at one level of the hierarchy will also be a good solution on the next finer level so that local search will quickly find a good solution.
Related Work
There has been a huge amount of research on graph partitioning so that we refer the reader to [4, 7] for most of the material in this area. Here, we focus on issues closely related to our main contributions and previous work on the node separator problem. Lipton and Tarjan [22] provide the planar separator theorem stating that on planar graphs one can always find a separator S in linear time that satisfies |S| ∈ O( |V |) and |V i | ≤ 2|V |/3. For more balanced cases, the problem remains NP-hard [13] even on planar graphs.
For general graphs there exist several heuristics to compute small node separators. A common and simple method is to derive a node separator from an edge separator [28, 32] which is usually computed by a multilevel graph partitioning algorithm. Clearly, taking the boundary nodes of the edge separator in one block of the partition yields a node separator. Since one is interested in a small separator, one can use the smaller set of boundary nodes. A better method has been first described by Pothen and Fan [28] . The method employs the set of cut edges of the partition and computes the smallest node separator that can be found by using a subset of the boundary nodes. The main idea is to compute a subset S of the boundary nodes such that each cut edge is incident to at least one of the nodes in S (a vertex cover). A problem of the method is that the graph partitioning problem with edge cut as objective has a somewhat different combinatorial structure compared to the node separator problem. This makes it unlikely to find high quality solutions with that approach.
Metis [19] and Scotch [26] use a multilevel approach to obtain a node separator. After contraction, both tools compute a node separator on the coarsest graph using a greedy algorithm. This separator is then transferred level-by-level, dropping non-needed nodes on each level and applying Fiduccia-Mattheyses (FM) style local search. Previous versions of Metis and Scotch also included the capability to compute a node separator from an edge separator.
Recently, Hamann and Strasser [17] presented a max-flow based algorithm specialized for road networks. Their main focus is not on node separators. They focus on a different formulation of the edge-cut version graph partitioning problem. More precisely, Hamann and Strasser find Pareto solutions in terms of edge cut versus balance instead of specifying the allowed amount of imbalance in advance and finding the best solution satisfying the constraint. Their work also includes an algorithm to derive node separators, again in a different formulation of the problem, i.e. node separator size versus balance. We cannot make meaningful comparisions since the paper contains no data on separator quality and the implementation of the algorithm is not available.
Hager et al. [16] recently proposed a multilevel approach for medium sized graphs using continuous bilinear quadratic programs and a combination of those with local search algorithms. However, a different formulation of the problem is investigated, i.e. the solver enforces upper and lower bounds to the block sizes which makes the results incomparable to our results.
LaSalle and Karypis [20] present a shared-memory parallel algorithm to compute node separators used to compute fill reducing orderings. Within a multilevel approach they evaluate different local search algorithms indicating that a combination of greedy local search with a segmented FM algorithm can outperform serial FM algorithms. We compare the solution quality of our algorithm against the data presented there in our experimental section (see Section 4).
Advanced Multilevel Algorithms for Node Separators
We now present our core innovations. In brevity, the novelties of our algorithm include edge ratings during coarsening to compute graph hierarchies that fulfill the needs of the node separator problem and a combination of localized local search with flow problems to improve the size of the separator. In addition, we transfer a concept called iterative multilevel scheme previously used in graph partitioning to further improve solution quality. The description of our algorithm in this section follows the multilevel scheme. We start with the description of the edge ratings that we use during coarsening, continue with the description of the algorithm used to compute an initial node separator on the coarsest level and then describe local search algorithms as well as other techniques.
Coarsening
Before we explain the matching algorithm that we use in our system, we present the general twophase procedure which was already used in multiple graph partitioning frameworks [18, 29, 25] . The two-phase approach makes contraction more systematic by separating two issues: A rating function and a matching algorithm. A rating function indicates how much sense it makes to contract an edge based on local information. A matching algorithm tries to maximize the sum of the ratings of the contracted edges looking at the global structure of the graph. While the rating function allows a flexible characterization of what a "good" contracted graph is, the simple, standard definition of the matching problem allows to reuse previously developed algorithms for weighted matching. Note that we can use the same edge rating functions as in the graph partitioning case but also can define new ones since the problem structure of the node separator problem is different.
We use the Global Path Algorithm (GPA) which runs in near linear time to compute matchings. GPA was proposed in [24] as a synthesis of the Greedy Algorithm and the Path Growing Algorithm [12] . We choose this algorithm since in [18] it gives empirically considerably better results than Sorted Heavy Edge Matching, Heavy Edge Matching or Random Matching [31] . GPA scans the edges in order of decreasing weight but rather than immediately building a matching, it first constructs a collection of paths and even length cycles. Afterwards, optimal solutions are computed for each of these paths and cycles using dynamic programming.
Edge Ratings for Node Separator Problems. We want to guide the contraction algorithm so that coarse levels in the graph hierarchy still contain small node separators if present in the input problem. This way we can provide a good starting point for the initial node separator routine. There are a lot of possibilities that we have tried. The most important edge rating functions for an edge e = {u, v} ∈ E are the following:
The first two ratings have already been successfully used in the graph partitioning field. To give an intuition behind these ratings, we have to characterize the properties of "good" matchings for the purpose of contraction in a multilevel algorithm for the node separator problem. Our main objective is to find a small node separator on the coarsest graph. A matching should contain a large number of edges, e.g. being maximal, so that there are only few levels in the hierarchy and the algorithm can converge quickly. In order to represent the input on the coarser levels, we want to find matchings such that the graph after contraction has somewhat uniform node weights and small node degrees.
In addition, we want to keep nodes having a small degree since they are potentially good separators. Uniform node weights are also helpful to achieve a balanced node separator on coarser levels and makes local search algorithms more effective. We also included ratings that do not contain the edge weight of the graph since intuitively a matching does not have to care about large edge weightsthey do not show up in the objective of the node separator problem.
Initial Node Separators
We stop coarsening as soon as the graph has less than ten thousand nodes. Our approach first computes an edge separator and then derives a node separator from that. More precisely, we partition the coarsest graph into two blocks using KaFFPa [30] . We then look at the bipartite graph induced by set of cut edges including the given node weights. Our goal is to select a minimum weight node separator in that graph. As a side note, this corresponds to finding a minimum weight vertex cover in the bipartite graph. Also note that this is similar to the approach of Pothen et al. [28] , however we integrate node weights. To solve the problem, we put all of the nodes of the bipartite graph into the initial separator S and use the flow-based technique defined below to select the smallest separator contained in that subgraph. Since our algorithms are randomized, we repeat the overall procedure twenty five times and pick the best node separator that we have found.
Local Search
Localized Local Search. In graph partitioning it has been shown that higher localization of local search can improve solution quality [32, 25] . Hence, we develop a novel localized algorithm for the node separator problem that starts local search only from a couple of selected separator nodes. Our localized local search procedure is based on the FM scheme. Before we explain our approach to localization, we present a commonly used FM-variant for completeness. For each of the two blocks V 1 , V 2 under consideration, a priority queue of separator nodes eligible to move is kept. The priority is based on the gain concept, i.e. the decrease in the objective function value when the separator node is moved into that block. More precisely, if a node v ∈ S would be moved to V 1 , then the neighbors of v that are in V 2 have to be moved into the separator. Hence, in this case the gain of the node is the weight of v minus the weight of the nodes that have to be added to the separator. The gain value in the other case (moving v into to V 2 ) is similar. After the algorithm computed both gain values it chooses the largest gain value such that moving the node does not violate the balance constraint and performs the movement. Each node is moved at most once out of the separator within a single local search. The queues are initialized randomly with the separator nodes. After a node is moved, newly added separator nodes become eligible for movement (and hence are added to the priority queues).
There are different possibilities to select a block to which a node shall be moved. The most common variant of the classical FM-algorithm alternates between both blocks. After a stopping criterion is applied, the best feasible node separator found is reconstructed (among ties choose the node separator that has better balance). We have two strategies to balance blocks. The first strategy tries to create a balanced situation without increasing the size of the separator. It always selects the queue of the heavier block and uses the same roll back mechanism as before. The second strategy allows to increase the size of the node separator. It also selects a node from the queue of the heavier block, but the roll back mechanism recreates the node separator having the best balance (among ties we choose the smaller node separator).
Our approach to localization works as follows. Previous local search methods were initialized with all separator nodes, i.e. all separator nodes are eligible for movement at the beginning. In contrast, our method is repeatedly initialized only with a subset of the separator nodes (the precise amount of nodes in the subset is a tuning parameter). Intuitively, this introduces a larger amount of diversification and boosts the algorithms ability to climb out of local minima.
The algorithm is organized in rounds. One round works as follows. Instead of putting all separator nodes directly into the priority queues, we put the current separator nodes into a todo list T . Subsequently, we begin local search starting with a random subset S of the todo list T . We select the subset S by repeatedly picking a random node v from T . We add v to S if it still is a separator node and has not been moved by a previous local search in that round. Either way, v is removed from the todo list. Our localized search is restricted to the movement of nodes that have not been touched by a previous local search during the round. This assures that each node is moved at most once out of the separator during a round of the algorithm and avoids cyclic local search. By default our local search routine first uses classic local search (including balancing) to get close to a good solution and afterwards uses localization to improve the result further. We repeat this until no further improvement is found.
We now give intuition why localization of local search boosts the algorithms ability to climb out of local minima. Consider a situation in which a node separator is a locally optimal in the sense that at least two node movements are necessary until moving a node out of the separator with positive gain is possible. Recall that classical local search is initialized with all separator nodes (in this case all of them have negative gain values). It then starts to move nodes with negative gain at multiple places of the graph. When it finally moves nodes with positive gain the separator is already much worse than the input node separator. Hence, the movement of these positive gain nodes does not yield an improvement with respect to the given input partition. On the other hand, a localized local search that starts close to the nodes with positive gain, can find the positive gain nodes by moving only a small number of nodes with negative gain. Since it did not move as many negative gain nodes as the classical local search, it may still finds an improvement with respect to the input.
Maximum Flows as Local Search. We define the node-capacitated flow problem F = (V F , E F ) that we solve to improve a given node separator as follows. First we introduce a few notations. Given a set of nodes A ⊂ V , we define its border ∂A := {u ∈ A | ∃(u, v) ∈ E : v ∈ A}. The set ∂ 1 A := ∂A ∩ V 1 is called left border of A and the set ∂ 2 A := ∂A ∩ V 2 is called right border of A. An A induced flow problem F is the node induced subgraph G[A] using ∞ as edge-capacities and the node weights of the graph as node-capacities. Additionally there are two nodes s, t that are connected to the border of A. More precisely, s is connected to all left border nodes ∂ 1 A and all right border nodes ∂ 2 A are connected to t. These new edges get capacity ∞. Note that the additional edges are directed. F has the balance property if each (s,t)-flow induces a balanced node separator in G, i.e. the blocks V i fulfill the balancing constraint. The basic idea is to construct a flow problem F having the balance property. We now explain how we find such a subgraph. We start by setting A to S and extend it by performing two breadth first searches (BFS). The first BFS is initialized with the current separator nodes S and only looks at nodes in block V 1 . The same is done during the second BFS with the difference that we now look at nodes from block V 2 . Each node touched by any of the BFS is added to A. The first BFS is stopped as soon as the size of the newly added nodes would exceed 
(S).
A solution of the A induced flow problem yields a valid node separator of the original graph: First, since all edges in our flow network have capacity ∞ and the separator S is contained in the problem, a maximum flow yields a separator S , V F = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ S , in the flow network that separates s ∈ V 1 from t ∈ V 2 . Since there is a one-to-one mapping between the nodes of our flow problem and the nodes of the input graph, we directly obtain a separator in the original network
Additionally, the node separator computed by our method fulfills the balance constraint -presuming that the input solution is balanced. To see this, we consider the size of V * 1 . We can bound the size of this block by assuming that all of the nodes that have been touched by the second BFS get assigned to V * 1 (including the old separator S). However, in this case the balance constraint is still fulfilled c(V
The same holds for the opposite direction. Note that the separator is always smaller or equal to the input separator since S is contained in the construction.
To solve the node-capacitated flow problem F, we transform it into a flow problem H without node-capacities. We use a standard technique [1] : first we insert the source and the sink into our model. Then, for each node u in our flow problem F that is not the source or the sink, we introduce two nodes u 1 and u 2 in V H which are connected by a directed edge (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ E H with an edgecapacity set to the node-capacity of the current node. For an edge (u, v) ∈ E F not involving the source or the sink, we insert (u 2 , v 1 ) into E H with capacity ∞. If u is the source s, we insert (s, v 1 ) and if v is the sink, we insert (u 2 , t) into E H . In both cases we use capacity ∞.
Larger Flow Problems and Better Balanced Node Separators. The definition of the flow problem to improve a node separator requires that each cut in the flow problem corresponds to a balanced node separator in the original graph. We now simplify this definition and stop the BFSs if the size of the touched nodes exceeds (1 + α)L max − c(V i ) − c(S) with α ≥ 0. We then solve the flow problem and check afterwards if the corresponding node separator is balanced. If this is the case, we accept the node separator and continue. If this is not the case, we set α := α/2 and repeat the procedure. After ten unsuccessful iterations, we set α = 0. Additionally, we stop the process if the flow value of the flow problem corresponds to the separator weight of the input separator.
We apply heuristics to extract a better balanced node separator from the solved max-flow problem. Picard and Queyranne [27] made the observation that one (s, t)-max-flow contains information about all minimum (s,t)-cuts in the graph (however, finding the most balanced minimum cut is 2 . Left: the set C = {a, d, e, f } is a closed node set since no edge is starting in C and ending in V \C. Right: using a reverse topological ordering of a DAG one can output multiple closed node sets.
NP-hard [5] ). We follow the heuristic approach of [29] and extract better balanced (s,t)-cuts from the given maximum flow in H. This results in better balanced separators in the node-capacitated problem F and hence in better balanced node separators for our original problem.
To be more precise, Picard and Queyranne have shown that each closed node set in the residual graph of a maximum (s, t)-flow that contains the source s but not the sink induces a minimum s-t cut. Observe that a cycle in the residual graph cannot contain a node of both, a closed node set and its complement. Hence, Picard and Queyranne compactify the residual network by contracting all strongly connected components. Afterwards, their algorithm tries to find the most balanced minimum cut by enumeration. In [29] , we find better balanced cuts heuristically. First a random topological order of the strongly connected component graph is computed. This is then scanned in reverse order. By subsequently adding strongly connected components several closed node sets are obtained, each inducing a minimum s-t cut. The closed node set with the best occurred balance among multiple runs of the algorithm with different random topological orders is returned. An example closed node set and the scanning algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
Miscellanea
An easy way to obtain high quality node separators is to use a multilevel algorithm multiple times using different random seeds and use the best node separator that has been found. However, instead of performing a full restart, one can use the information that has already been obtained. In the graph partitioning context, the notion of iterated multilevel schemes has been introduced by Walshaw [35] and later has been augmented to more complex cycles [29] . Here, one transfers a solution of a previous multilevel cycle down the hierarchy and uses it as initial solution. More precisely, this can be done by not contracting any cut edge.
We transfer this technique to the node separator problem as follows. One can interpret a node separator as a three way partition V 1 , V 2 , S. Hence, to obtain an iterated multilevel scheme for the node separator problem, our matching algorithm is not allowed to match any edge that runs between V i and S (i = 1, 2). Hence, when contraction is done, every edge leaving the separator will remain and we can transfer the node separator down in the hierarchy. Thus a given node separator can be used as initial node separator of the coarsest graph (having the same balance and size as the node separator of the finest graph). This ensures non-decreasing quality, if the local search algorithm guarantees no worsening. To increase diversification during coarsening in later V-cycles we pick a random edge rating of the ones described above.
Experiments
Methodology. We have implemented the algorithm described above within the KaHIP framework using C++ and compiled all algorithms using gcc 4.63 with full optimization's turned on (-O3 flag). We integrated our algorithms in KaHIP v0.71 and compare ourselves against Metis 5.1 and Scotch 6.0.4 using the quality option that has focus on solution quality instead of running time.
Our new codes will be included into the KaHIP graph partitioning framework. We perform ten repetitions of each algorithm using different random seeds for initialization. Each run was made on a machine that has four Octa-Core Intel Xeon E5-4640 processors running at 2.4 GHz. It has 512 GB local memory, 20 MB L3-Cache and 8x256 KB L2-Cache. Our main objective is the cardinality of node separators on the input graph. In our experiments, we use = 20% since this is the default value for node separators in Metis. We mostly present two kinds of views on the data: average values and minimum values as well as plots that show the ratios of the quality achieved by the algorithms.
Algorithm Configuration. We performed a number of experiments to evaluate the influence and choose the parameters of our algorithms. We mark the instances that have also been used for the parameter tuning in Appendix B with a * and exclude these graphs when we report average values over multiple instances in comparisons with our competitors. However, our full algorithm is not too sensitive about the precise choice with most of the parameters. In general, using more sophisticated edge ratings improves solution quality slightly and improves partitioning speed over using edge weight. We exclude further experiments from the main text and use the exp * edge rating function as a default since it has a slight advantage in our preliminary experiments. In later iterated multilevel cycles, we pick one of the other ratings at random to introduce more diversification. Indeed, increasing the number of V-cycles reduces the objective function. We fixed the number of V-cycles to three. By default, we use the better balanced minimum cut heuristic in our node separator algorithm since it keeps the node separator cardinality and improves balance. In the localized local search algorithm, we set the size of the random subset of separator nodes from which local search is started |S| to five.
Instances. We use graphs from various sources to test our algorithm. We use all 34 graphs from Chris Walshaw's benchmark archive [34] . Graphs derived from sparse matrices have been taken from the Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [8] . We also use graphs from the 10th DIMACS Implementation Challenge [2] website. Here, rggX is a random geometric graph with 2 X nodes where nodes represent random points in the unit square and edges connect nodes whose Euclidean distance is below 0.55 ln n/n. The graph delX is a Delaunay triangulation of 2 X random points in the unit square. The graphs af_shell9, thermal2, nlr and nlpkkt240 are from the matrix and the numeric section of the DIMACS benchmark set. The graphs europe and deu are large road networks of Europe and Germany taken from [10] . Due to large running time of our algorithm, we exclude the graph nlpkkt240 from general comparisons and only use our full algorithm to compute a result. Basic properties of the graphs under consideration can be found in Appendix A, We now assess the size of node separators derived by our algorithms and by other state-of-the-art tools, i.e. Metis and Scotch as well as the data recently presented by LaSalle and Karypis [20] . We use multiple configurations of our algorithm to estimate the influence of the multiplicative factor α that controls the size of the flow problems solved during uncoarsening and to see the effect of adding local search. The algorithms named Flow α use only flows during uncoarsening as local search with a multiplicative factor α. Algorithms labeled LSFlow α start on each level with local search and localized local search until no improvement is found and afterwards perform flow based local search with a multiplicative factor α. Table 1 summarizes the results of the experiments. We present detailed per instances results in Appendix B, Table 3 (separator size and balance) and Table 4 (running times). We now summarize the results. First of all, only using flow-based local search during uncoarsening is already highly competitive, even for small flow problems with α = 0. On average, Flow 0 computes 6.7% smaller separators than Metis and 57% than Scotch. It computes a smaller or equally sized separator than Metis in 89% of the cases and than Scotch in every case. However, it also needs more time to compute a result. This is due to the large flow problems that have to be solved. Indeed, increasing the value of α, i.e. searching for separators in larger areas around the initial separator, improves the objective further at the cost of running time. For example, increasing α to 0.5 reduces the average size of the computed separator by 3.2%, but also increases the running time by more than a factor 2 on average. Using even larger values of α > 1 did not further improve the result so that we do not include the data here. Adding non-flow-based local search also helps to improve the size of the separator. For example, it improves the separator size by 1.8% when using α = 0. However, the impact of non-flow-based local search decreases for larger values of α.
The strongest configuration of our algorithm is LSFlow 1 . It computes smaller or equally sized separators than Metis in all but two cases and than Scotch in every case. On average, separators are 10.3% smaller than the separators computed by Metis and 62.2% than the ones computed by Scotch. Figure 3 shows the average improvement ratios over Metis and Scotch on a per instance basis, sorted by absolute value of improvement. The largest improvement over Metis was obtained on the road network europe where our separator is a factor 2.3 smaller whereas the largest improvement over Scotch is on add32 where our separator is a factor 12 smaller. On the instance G2_circuit Metis computes a 19.9% smaller separator which is the largest improvement of Metis over our algorithm.
We now compare the size of our separators against the recently published data by LaSalle and Karypis [20] . The networks used therein that are publicly available are auto, nlr, del24 and nlpkkt240. On these graphs our strongest configuration computes separators that are 10.7%, 10.0%, 20.1% and 27.1% smaller than their best configuration (Greedy+Segmented FM), respectively.
Conclusion
In this work, we derived algorithms to find small node separators in large graphs. We presented a multilevel algorithm that employs novel flow-based local search algorithms and transferred techniques successfully used in the graph partitioning field to the node separator problem. This includes the usage of edge ratings tailored to our problem to guide the graph coarsening algorithm as well as highly localized local search and iterated multilevel cycles to improve solution quality even further. Experiments indicate that using flow-based local search algorithms as only local search algorithm in a multilevel framework is already highly competitive in terms of separator quality.
Important future work includes shared-memory parallelization of our algorithms, e.g. currently most of the running time in our algorithm is consumed by the max-flow solver so that a parallel solver will speed up computations. In addition, it is possible to define a simple evolutionary algorithm for the node separator problem by transferring the iterated multilevel scheme to multiple input separators. This will likely result in even better solutions. Table 4 . Detailed per instances results as average running time.
A Benchmark Set
